3/6/19 SVNA meeting at Fig Tree
February 21 RCONA notes:
Roseville PD - 2018 summary is on website
Measure B money is going to help police dept with more hiring
Goal is to have someone at each NA meeting - although it might not be the beat cop.
Senior Scams - Can send a guest speaker to talk about this
Movie in the park list is out

Guest speakers:
Jana Cervantes, Senior Engineer - City of Roseville
Noah, Public Works Engineer - City of Roseville
Nick - Detective with Roseville PD - Community Outreach
Sgt. Mark Brazael - Traffic Sergeant with Roseville PD
Traffic/neighborhood concerns:
1. no sidewalks for Spanger and high school students on some streets
a. No city funding available - no laws to have to have sidewalks
b. Safe Routes for Schools - grants for sidewalks in community
i.
Need to survey neighbors and see if everyone is on board - especially
those who will have the sidewalk on their property
ii.
Then contact the City and they will facilitate the process to apply for grant
c. Sidewalk maintenance is the responsibility of the adjacent property owner
i.
Unless if damage due to City trees
ii.
Need to get an encroachment permit (fee/cost) from the City to do any
maintenance on the sidewalks
2. Traffic/speeding through Yosemite/Sierra intersection and over the Crooked Bridge
a. Roseville PD Traffic Division is very small - can’t be everywhere
i.
On City website, go to PD page and click ‘Report a traffic complaint’ for
chronic issues - this will bring attention to the traffic department and they
can investigate
ii.
They put the resources they currently have where there is the most need arterial streets
iii.
Currently expanding and hiring
b. Plan to add a left turn lane onto Sierra from Northbound Yosemite to help
alleviate the 4:00/5:00 congestion - NO other plans to divert traffic from our
neighborhood as cut through
c. We can request traffic studies through the City - 24-48 hours of data collection
through hoses
d. The ‘Crooked Bridge’ gets inspected every year for structural integrity
e. Handout given out by Jana - (I will scan in and share)
f. Neighborhood crime update handout (I will scan and share)

3. Other notes:
a. Cannot close residential streets
b. Can register your security system with Roseville PD and they can know they
have that as a resource - but you only give them access if they need it
c. Vehicle burglaries and open garages are #1 issue in Beat 4 - PD recommends
LOCK ALL DOORS
d. Recent M.O.U. signed with neighboring cities to not drop transients where the
resources are better
e. Roseville PD has a Social Service Unit dedicated to the transient/homeless
issues.

Upcoming events:
1. Garage Sale planning (for a June sale) -  4/6
2. National Neighborhood Day planning - 8/7  (NND is in September or October?)
3. Annual Halloween House Contest planning -10/2

Great job Darci. Thank you.

